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Open to All

L

IKE THOUSANDS OF others we have had our holiday plans affected by
the global pandemic. We were due to spend two weeks in the company
of Mickey Mouse and his friends in the sunshine state of Florida. This
was not to be our first visit to the Magic Kingdom having been twice
previously but despite our ages we thoroughly enjoy the experience.
As a child I always enjoyed The Magic of
Disney, a programme that used to show
clips from a variety of Disney films, it
always seemed to be on a bank holiday
Monday. Even now in my 60s I have
subscribed to the television channel
Disney+ in order to get my fix!
One of the many highlights of Disney is
the parades that take place on a daily
basis. Each night in the Magic Kingdom
sees the spectacle of the Electric Parade,
when huge floats make their way through the park carrying all the well-loved Disney
characters illuminated by many thousands of lights. It really is a sight to see. The
evening concludes with a giant firework extravaganza topped off with Tinker Bell
flying through the well-lit sky – now I may well be 60 plus but it really is still magical!
Our first visit is one that will always be special. Standing on Main Street and looking
up towards the Castle conjured up many emotions – something of a Eureka moment.
The Magic Kingdom – illuminated against the summer night reminded me of the
Kingdom of God illuminated by his son.

J

ust as the Magic Kingdom of Disney is open to all those who wish to
revisit their childhood, and immerse themselves in a fantasy world of
make believe, so too is the Kingdom of God open to all who wish to
accept the call of Jesus, to become disciples and follow and share in
Christ’s work. We are all called to be disciples, to follow Jesus and live the
Christian life, and by doing so we will gain entry into the Kingdom. St Paul in his
letter to the Romans talks of gifts that should characterise every Christian, ‘let
love be genuine, hating evil, holding fast to the good’. Just as the Magic Kingdom
of Disney is open to all those who wish to revisit their childhood, and immerse
themselves in a fantasy world of make believe, so too is the Kingdom of God
open to all who wish to accept the call of Jesus, to become disciples and follow
and share in Christ’s work.
Linda Biggs - Reader
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Nights and days to remember

High Society
When I was 11 and staying in one of the humble 18th Century Harbour Keepers’ cottages
overlooking St Agnes beach and harbour in Cornwall, friends staying next door suggested
that we walk into the village, about a mile up the narrow steep valley called Stippy Stappy
and watch the film ‘High Society’ in the village hall (Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra,
and Louis Armstrong). I recall little of the plot but the great excitement for us four
children was when 15-foot flames appeared on the screen, it seemed to us to have little to
do with the plot but was certainly the most exciting part of the film so far, and we all
cheered as did many of the local lads and lasses. No, nothing to do with the plot, it was
simply that the film had caught fire. There were limited fire precautions in those days, so
the church hall was not evacuated and we waited whilst the projector crew spliced the film
together and started from where we had been, minus about 10 mins of the story. We
watched avidly from then, waiting, and wanting red and yellow flashes and smoke to be
projected onto the screen but alas no such luck. Nevertheless, a memorable evening.
An interactive experience
Newquay Cornwall. August late 1950’s. A typical August summer holiday in Cornwall,
namely, monsoon rain. The whole family, including my grandparents, went to the cinema in
Fore Street to get out of the rain, as had the entire population of Newquay. Sardine space
only in the Entrance Foyer. The film was ‘A Night to Remember’ the original B&W version
of the sinking of the Titanic (Kenneth More). The film depicted lots of dramatic water
scenes and people scrambling down ladders etc... At the end of the film the lights came up,
the manager came onto the stage and appealed for calm. He asked us to remain in our
rows and not to move until directed. He explained that because the entrance foyer was
totally packed there was no exit possible in that direction. He stated that we would,
therefore, have to take it strictly in turn and leave via the narrow steel fire escape down
two floors, the height of the building from the edge of the stage. With true British grit we
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found great humour in this and all neatly lined up to depart through the fire exit door onto
the rusting steel fire exit stairs. By this time the monsoon had been joined by a severe
wind storm which necessitated hanging on to the wet slippery rails buffeted by force 8
winds blowing straight into our faces as we made our way down some 60 slippery steel
steps to a car park inundated by a powerful flood of water pouring off the hill behind the
town. Now I have heard of interactive television and films but this Newquay experience
was way ahead of its time. In the film we had seen passengers struggle against the elements
on the screen to reach their watery ends. In our case the manager had thoughtfully
provided us with a suitably soaking experience – just minus the iceberg!!!!
Mid-air viewing
About five years ago Angie and I flew to the Isle of Man in a twin-engine high wing aircraft
from Staverton Airport. There is no soundproofing on these planes and it is impossible to
even talk. So to entertain us for the 70-minute flight they showed endless black and white,
silent, Buster Keaton films, on a large screen fixed across the cockpit door. One of these
films showed Buster doing one of his usual slipping and sliding demonstrations on a road.
As we crossed Wales and then the Irish Sea the weather, which had been clear on take-off,
became more and more overcast and dark clouds loomed. Snow began to fall. As we
approached the airstrip the snow became dense but the cheerful pilot decided to have a go
at landing. The light twin-engine aircraft slalomed down the snow-covered runway and
finally came to a halt. ‘That was interesting!!!!’ was the only comment from the cockpit.
Was this another example of an interactive film??????
A relaxed view of: ‘An Inconvenient Truth’.
On a trip to New Zealand in 2007 Jackie and I visited a cinema at Wanaka, South Island.
The cinema is immediately striking as a venue with King Kong smashing through the roof of
the building.
On arrival we were invited into the
restaurant to enjoy a starter and a drink,
then taking the drink with us we processed
into the viewing area. This area consisted of
a variety of vehicles e.g. a Morris Oxford, a
variety of sofas, armchairs and very large
body cushions scattered on or built into the
tiered platforms. Choose your mode of
watching!
We then started to watch the film by Al
Gore ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ (Al Gore was
Bill Clinton’s running mate in 1992 and 1996
and received the Nobel Peace prize for this
film.) The film is about global warming, a fascinating analysis of the way we are damaging
our planet. In writing this I am aware now of how little in 2007 we had really grasped of
the damage to our planet and how much more we are now being forced to accept our
misdemeanours. At the halfway point in the film the entire audience retired to the
restaurant where our main course was served. A very necessary break with respect to this
film, as there is so much detail to take in. Then, returning with a refreshed glass, we re~4~
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entered the viewing area where we were encouraged to try a different form of seating.
Finally, at the end of the film, we returned to the restaurant for the sweet course.
Conclusion: a very civilized way of studying a frightening future.
Mutiny below decks
On one of our voyages to Antarctica onboard our favourite ship The RV Akademic Ioffe, a
Russian research vessel, Jackie and I
travelled with a passenger list that
included a small group of cousins from
‘over the pond’.
Deep in the ice flows of the South
Atlantic Ocean, having had a most
satisfying meal of Borscht; Salted
Herring; and Sour cream Medovik and after a hard days kayaking, the passengers and crew
were invited to join our cousins below decks to watch a film about penguins, which they
had specially brought with them for just such an occasion. This seemed to indicate an ideal
evening of higher education. After all, we had frequently met penguins, often up close and
personal. On one occasion Jackie was trodden on by a penguin who had not fully grasped
the 5m rule between humans and animals. (Mind you, understandable perhaps in the case
of the penguin, as, currently, many humans seem unable to grasp a 2m rule!) It was also not
unusual to have a bird pop up and take a ride on the foredeck of our single-seater, sea kayaks.
The film was entitled ’Happy Feet’ a cartoon, a version of which did indeed put ‘smiles on
your faces’ (News of The World) when our grandchildren viewed the film but did not put a
smile on the faces of the audience below decks. En masse the Aussies, Brits and Kiwis rose
with ‘Unhappy Feet’ and stomped up the ladders to the main deck and there viewed, with
great relief, the reality of penguins standing on floating ice and swimming around the ship.
The bar did a roaring trade in Scotch as people sought to restore their equilibrium. I make
no comment on the juxtaposition of the last two paragraphs but leave it to you to form an
opinion as to whether attitudes to caring for our world will ever really change much, whilst
some see cartoons as more real than reality????
John Moles

Reality – Jackie teaching the 5m rule

Back on deck to reality
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MOVING PICTURES

New York Movie (1939)

Edward Hopper

‘I handed in a script last year and the studio didn’t change one word.
The word they didn’t change was on page 87.’
Steve Martin
Film is said to be the dominant art form of the twentieth century and looks all set to
dominate for another hundred years or more. What other works of art can entertain or
engage people of such social variety and be dubbed or subtitled into so many languages?
With its rich appeal to a wide range of people, film can reach a wider audience than almost
any drama in history.
I think I started with The Conquest of Everest, The Living Desert and Davy Crockett and some
the most recent films I have seen are The Finest Hours and Once Upon A Time in Hollywood,
which was a waste of some good actors, in my view. But Hollywood seems to love
Hollywood, as in that vapid musical and other waste of time and money called La La Land.
I like to think that I love words, images and drama. And yet and yet ... why do I now watch
relatively few new releases or even old films? ‘It’s two hours of my life I shall never have
again.’ I don’t know when I first heard that commonplace comment but it still rings true for
me. Watching a film often involves surrender and escape into passivity and daydream in the
dark and perhaps that’s why films can be so enduringly popular. They offer armchair action,
compelling stories, alluring glamour, scintillating scenes, mental travel and stirring music and
so they can distract us from our circular thoughts and inhibited selves. According to
Quentin Crisp, ‘Any film, even the worst, is better than real life.’ I think I know what he
means but I disagree.
Why watch any film which may or may not be as good as all its publicity claims? Films are
now unscrupulously hyped and mercilessly marketed in the weeks immediately preceding
and after release. Then there is the strange experience of going to the cinema which can
~8~
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involve uncomfortably close proximity to popcorn-eaters and slush-bucket slurpers. And
now people tend to stream films into their homes and watch them on huge screens.
With the multiplex there is an even bigger choice of films and there was one occasion when
we went to the Regal in Henley to watch different films: my wife Debbie chose to see
Somers Town and I chose Man on Wire about a French tightrope walker who walked
between the Twin Towers in NY before they were destroyed. We met again afterwards
outside in the corridor, each satisfied with our respective options.
I loved films and cinemas when I was young. I laughed at Norman Wisdom and the Marx
brothers, and watched Barnes Wallis devise the bouncing bomb in The Dam Busters. My
sister Lesley could play the march on the piano and it was one of her party pieces. My
father took me to see Gregory Peck in Moby Dick and then The Pride and the Passion with
Sophia Loren whom my father fancied. I once watched Twenty Thousand Leagues under the
Sea twice round and came out blinking into the Devon daylight with an Odeon headache.
Films are part of our lives and the social histories of our times. I think that if all the films I
have seen were listed in order of viewing I’d be surprised by how many I’d watched after
all. In my young days, films introduced me to the world in different guises as I was growing
up: for example, there was Ben-Hur and The Battle of the River Plate, Susannah York in The
Greengage Summer, The Magnificent Seven, Albert Finney in Tom Jones, The Beatles in A Hard
Day’s Night, Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, Lawrence of Arabia, Dr Zhivago, The Graduate,
Psycho, Helga, The War Game by Peter Watkins, Women In Love and Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid.
I can even recall Jim Dale and Lonnie Donegan in the film of Six-Five Special and Cliff
Richard in The Young Ones and Summer Holiday which I saw in Brussels with French and
Flemish subtitles. I enjoyed the humour of Blazing Saddles, especially that scene where the
cowboys gallop past a philharmonic orchestra in tuxedos playing the rousing score in the
Nevada desert or wherever. When I was at prep school the Sunday night film in reels was a
special treat, even if they chose to show Mutiny on the Bounty, Tom Brown’s Schooldays or The
Four Feathers.
I have seen some films I admire and even more I enjoyed but I can’t easily choose to see
any of them again, unlike our daughter Ellie, who has watched Dirty Dancing umpteen times.
What was it about Patrick Swayze? And Point Break. I enjoyed Gemma Arterton in Tamara
Drewe etc. but the list of films I haven’t seen grows ever longer. Films I have admired and
enjoyed include Witness, Dances with Wolves, Thelma and Louise, Dead Poets Society, Four
Weddings and a Funeral, Shakespeare in Love, The King’s Speech and Official Secrets.
Sometimes, I stay behind to watch the credits and I’m amazed at what a huge industry and
army of collaborators each film involves from the stars to third grip and boom operator.
No wonder films are so very expensive to make, even though it’s possible to make a film on
a relatively low budget.
One of my favourite low-budget films is now on video and it involves the ciné films my
father took of family holidays in the 1950s. There we all are young again camping in France
or Italy, hopeful and with the future ahead of us. The car is hoisted precariously by crane
onto the car ferry at Southampton docks. And there is no soundtrack except for our
memories. Time to get it put on disc.
Duncan Forbes
~9~
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Films
In my growing up years, the 1940s, I was an avid film fan. I also very much enjoyed the
stirring music played on the cinema organ at the Gaumont in Winchcombe Street. This
great monstrosity rose slowly from the floor with the organist seated in front of its many
keyboards. As they slowly came into view, the organ bellowing out its notes at maximum
volume, who could fail to be excited at what was to come on the giant silver screen in a
few minutes time?
I can never hear Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue without being transported back some eighty
years to the time I first heard it while sitting in the cheap seats close to the screen at the
New Palace Theatre in the High Street in town as I waited for the film to begin. That, of
course, was not actual film music. Film music which is background music to the film being
shown has nearly always had a fascination for me. Who can forget the wonderful music to
Gone with the Wind, The Big Country, Lawrence of Arabia or, indeed, Disney’s Fantasia?
That which I was waiting to see at the Palace and listening to Gershwin was one of the
many Tarzan films featuring Johnny Weissmuller, the American Olympic Gold Medallist. I
suppose I was probably 12 years old and his style of swimming in crocodile-infested
Amazonian waters intrigued me. He glided through these tranquil waters with effortless
ease and at great speed causing hardly a ripple. His smooth style of swimming inspired me
to emulate him - or try to. I did succeed because I really wanted to.
Once when my younger sister and parents came to see me race, the event was already in
progress. Try as they might they failed to see which of the boys flailing their arms about and
getting nowhere fast was me. Had they looked towards the changing cubicles they would
have seen me drying off! All due to the exploits of Tarzan of the Apes! These events were
held in the Alstone Baths and many are the schoolboy races I won at what is now the
Waitrose car park. And then I fell in love.
Out went Weissmuller and into my life came Rita. Rita Haworth was the lucky girl and even
though she was probably a dozen years older than me, I felt she was mine. Lavish American
musicals were now the order of the day coupled with the ever-popular Western. Horses
had entered my life at the age of fourteen and it is then that I learned to ride. I could now
appreciate the smell of saddle soap, the creak of leather and the wind in my face as I
galloped and sauntered across the acres of Cleeve Common imagining it to be a North
American prairie.
I was not, however, the only western film fan in the family. When my wife and I moved into
our home in Bushcombe Lane, Woodmancote and left Prestbury behind, we were given a
dog. He was a year-old Welsh sheepdog/Border Collie cross-bred and very intelligent but
he had been ill-treated. Billy found a good home with Pam and myself and became not only
a very loyal companion but an addict for cowboy films on TV.
Billy knew the signature tunes of Rawhide, The Lone Ranger, Wells Fargo etc amongst all the
“soap tunes” of which he took no notice at all. Should he be upstairs and away from the TV
and he heard the music for westerns he would race down and skid to a halt in front of the
TV set.
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Should the action become tense with, say, a stealthy redskin creeping up on some settlers
or a gun-fight in the dusty street of a frontier town, he would hide behind the settee and
peep round its corner. This was so unusual that we used to arrange dinner parties to
coincide with these programmes. Our guests were well entertained and completely
amazed. In our estimation Billy was a re-incarnation of the Lone Ranger - or maybe his
horse, Silver!
When we were given the dog I was twenty-seven so let’s go back to when I was fourteen
when I was getting deeper into my main interest of horseracing. It was to the cinema that I
went to see the Pathé Gazette newsreels of the main events in the racing calendar, that of
the Derby, the Grand National and the Cheltenham Gold Cup as TV was in its infancy and
racing was not covered. The cinema was the only way to see these important races unless,
of course, you were there. Even then the coverage was non-existent as there was no
on-course big screen, no commentary, no public address and all communication was by
semaphore (flags) and “electric bell”.
Back in the 1940s, should the film one wanted to see have an “A” category, which I imagine
stood for “Adult”, then children under the age of (I think) sixteen were obliged to be
accompanied by an adult, otherwise they were not allowed into the cinema. Often one
would see an obvious under-age child trying to look older by smoking a cigarette or a
baby-faced 17-year-old being refused admission. This rule was particularly hard on
apprentice jockeys who, in those days of yore, were half the size of would-be jockeys of
today. Some of them were as little as five stone in weight and were very small. Then there
was the usual group of boys hanging about outside the cinema foyer asking adults who were
about to enter if they would “Take me in please, Mister?” Always there was someone
willing to be a father or an uncle for a few hours.
Talking of cigarettes, all films were viewed through a haze of blue tobacco smoke. I can see
now the beam from the projector room fighting its way through the cloud of smoke that
fills the cinema as it threw Johnny, Rita and Humphrey Bogart onto the screen. Smoking in
those days was encouraged and film stars led the way. The only one of them I can
remember that never had a cigarette between his lips was my swimming hero.
The cinema of today is a definite “no go” for me and I am quite happy to wait for the film I
am anxious to see to finish its run and grace my TV screen. But in the days of my youth
films at the cinema were very special and I’m glad I did not miss out on the experience.
Bernard Parkin
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Hatchments, part 1
The word hatchment is a corruption of the word achievement, the correct term for what is
commonly called a Coat of Arms. A Coat of Arms first appeared during the Crusades,
and was displayed on the shields of knights so their followers could recognise them on the
battlefield. The tradition of hanging these shields in churches goes back to the 17th century,
but its roots go back further to the time when the family of a dead knight would display his
helmet, shield (escutcheon) and other insignia in the church; for example that of Edward of
Woodstock, (Black Prince) eldest son of Edward III, lies displayed in Canterbury Cathedral.
The word hatchment appears in Shakespeare’s play Hamlet, when Laertes laments that his
dead father Polonius has “No trophy, sword nor hatchment o’er his bones,” (Act IV, Scene 5).
In heraldic terms this is a lozenge, and not a square or a rhombus!
Today a hatchment usually means a funerary hatchment, and is a
diamond-shaped board, (in heraldic terms lozenge-shaped) made of
wood, measuring about 3-6 feet and bearing the Arms of the deceased
person. When anyone entitled to a Coat of Arms died then a
hatchment was quickly prepared showing these Arms, and this was
carried in front of the funeral procession to the church. Afterwards it
was hung at the house of the deceased, to announce to visitors and passers-by that a death
had occurred. By looking at the heraldic symbols on the hatchment people would know
who had died, whether it was the youngest daughter or the head of the household. Any
hatchment would remain in place for a period of mourning, as a mark of respect, and then
it was usually deposited within the church.
Although the majority of hatchments are to be found in churches some exist in museums
and castles. Gloucestershire has about one hundred hatchments distributed among forty
churches, as well as Blaise Castle Museum and Stanway House. This number will vary as
some are lost, found, destroyed or county boundaries are
changed.
In order to begin to read heraldry, and thus a hatchment, one
has to work out which is its left (sinister) and right (dexter)
side! Pretend the hatchment is a shield, as held in days of old,
and you are holding it. From your perspective right would be
what a viewer would say was the viewer’s left side, and
conversely the holder’s left would be what that viewer would
say was the right side. This may sound more difficult than it
really is!
In heraldic terms the dexter side of a hatchment is the
husband’s side; the sinister side is that of his wife. The
background of a hatchment is significant since it indicates the
sex and marital status of the deceased. Simplistically in
heraldry there are six types of marital status, husband, wife,
widower, widow, bachelor and spinster. Let us look at an
example of a hatchment announcing the death of someone
from each of these six types.
~ 12 ~
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The hatchment on the left, with its dexter-side blackened, denotes the death of the
husband, leaving a widow. Note his crest is shown. On the right is the same hatchment, but
its sinister-half is black, denoting that the wife has died first, leaving a widower; she is not
entitled to a crest. In each example the side which is white indicates whether the husband
or the wife is alive.
When the background of the lozenge is half-black and half-white, or half-white and halfblack, then the deceased was married.

The hatchment on the left, all black, announces that a widower has died, with his crest
shown. That on the right denotes the death of a bachelor; with no spouse the complete
background of the hatchment is black and his shield is not divided vertically.

Women in England (and Wales) have their Arms presented within a lozenge but in other
parts of the world this has been replaced, by an oval in Scotland, by a shield in Canada or by
other shapes in a few more countries. The lozenge denotes a woman who is not married,
because she is a widow or a spinster. That on the left, which has a lozenge divided
vertically, announces the death of a widow whereas that on the right has no division (like
that for a bachelor) and denotes the death of a spinster. The knotted ribbon is purely
decorative.
Edward Wyatt
~ 13 ~
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A Biblical Wordsearch
Solve the clues and search for the words!
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Village where Jesus was born (9)

His wife was turned to salt (4)

Garden where Adam & Eve lived (4)

Mother of Jesus (4)

Number of brothers Joseph had (6)

One of the gifts given to baby Jesus (5)

First book of the Bible (7)

He built a big boat (4)

Killed by David and his slingshot (7)

The first bird released from the ark (5)

He didn’t pass by when a Jew was attacked (4,9)

Paul’s birth name (4)

Where we all hope to go eventually (6)

Tempted Eve in the garden (5)

Son of Noah (7)

Matthew’s occupation (3, 9)

Jesus rode a donkey into this city (9)

Number of commandments (3)

Betrayer of Jesus (5)

The end result of Jesus’ first miracle (4)

The solution is on page 18.

Don’t cheat!
Jackie Smith
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Prestbury WI
Prestbury WI, like many other groups and organisations, has not had a meeting since
February and because of this it has been a strange, difficult, and lonely time for many
people. Especially for those who live alone. To help through these unsettling times our
committee has set up a support group to contact some of our members who find
themselves lonely. Furthermore, we set up a monthly newsletter that gave our members
news from fellow members within our organisation and from further afield.
I find myself wondering what in these uncertain times people have been doing to occupy
their minds. Perhaps you’ve read that book you bought ages ago and never read, or took up
a new hobby, or perhaps you rekindled your love of an old and neglected passion. As this
issue is dedicated to film, some of our members have been taken to exploring the world of
cinema – both old and new!
A few of our members have been knitting. Some film actors do this as a pastime on set.
Julia Roberts for one ..
Here are some things you might enjoy!
Film recommendations –
The Beautiful Fantastic – about a garden and friendship.
Hidden Figures – about a woman who was the brains behind the launch of the first
American astronaut into space.
Blackkklansman – about an undercover officer in the Klu Klux Klan.
Book recommendations –
Native by Patrick Laurie
Sarah’s Key by Tatiana Devonay
Tracy Chavelier book series. Authoress of A girl with a Pearl Earring.
Recipe of the month:
Vegan flapjack -

Method -

100g dairy free butter
75g light brown sugar
3 tbsp golden syrup
2 tbsp plain flour

Melt all the above together then
add 250g fruit and nut muesli (milk free)
cook at 160˚C for 25min

From Margaret D:
I wanted to share with you some positive, unexpected, aspects of Lockdown.
Our two elder children decided to vacate their rented accommodation in Bristol and Bath
and move back home to Cheltenham, to work remotely. Our family of 5 was once again,
and probably for the last time, complete. We all had to make compromises for our
~ 16 ~
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household to run smoothly. To help ease the situation we made Friday night our ‘Party
Night’. This led to us playing and inventing a variety of party games. These occasions
resulted in lots of laughter and a sense of satisfaction on my part that our now adult
‘children’ were enjoying each other’s company. As Lockdown eased, and with social
distancing measures in place, our children’s retrospective partners visited our home. This
has given me the opportunity to get to know these ‘new additions’ to our family in a way which
may not have been possible if our children were self-isolating in different parts of the country.
We will miss all the bustle and noise of a busy household when our children return to their
own homes but I will be quite pleased to get the food bill back under control!
Margaret
What else have our members been up to?

Tracy has revealed hidden talents making a lovely pottery bowl......

.... and the Evening Book Club held a Zoom
meeting to discuss What Was Rescued by Jane
Bailey. They were so impressed with their IT
skills that they had a glass of wine to celebrate!
Hilary Brick

~ 17 ~
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The Bells of St Mary
Diane, Catherine, David and Sarah are
pleased to be able to ring for Sunday
services again, but can only ring 4 of the
eight bells in order to remain suitably
safe. Hilary and Jacquie are also available
so the band can be different each week.
In addition, we were ringing on Saturday
15th August for VJ Day, and for a
wedding on 29th August.
We look
forward to ringing more bells but that
will be some months yet.
David Lyle

Solution of Biblical Wordsearch from page 15
H I M E H E L H T E B A B S DY L G QZ
J DZ Q L T W S E M A H E DVNR O I F
T B G E N E S I S U X T R J MY A F T P
E Z Y C PW H G N I V U ABDB J J D S
N I J Y H C X R F E K O V F KUQ A L R
P Z A G Y T H KWV CWE Y P F I P J Z
NK Y O K E A S F U E F NZ CQV H P G
E GQ X J D G I G I L U A S E UO E T R
V NO A H G E N L L O X F K Z CD T F O
AMDO XQ H OG OM C UR S E O H J T
E L Q X DW N P L J G J NANDN E OC
H R L N D S Z E B MW S P K E T DWC E
V I H G I X A V N E V E L E VMU S L L
P O L C N K WM O O C E T HK S P B N L
MB R M Y R R H A I V Y A E R A R L PO
HCA B A B M U V R N L CTXDA N ZC
XR XWL Q F I J F I D MTMU Y Z B X
Y S S H S N A K E AW T S G I J U R QA
A P K O A J T UWK M Y AVHZNQ B T
M E L A S U R E J A T R GNTQT R U S
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Bethlehem
Eden
Eleven
Genesis
Goliath
Good Samaritan
Heaven
Japheth
Jerusalem
Judas
Lot
Mary
Myrrh
Noah
Raven
Saul
Snake
Tax Collector
Ten
Wine
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ADS C1

ADS C1
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MARLE HILL WI
Marle Hill WI is still alive and kicking despite the Lockdown that has been imposed on us
all! The members have been keeping in contact with each other by phone, e-mails, Zoom
and the occasional ‘meet up’.
On several sunny afternoons you may have seen a number of ladies heading for Pittville
Park and the Pump Room armed with a folding chair. There we have spent an enjoyable
time chatting, catching up with news and refreshed with tea and cake or ice creams from
the café.
They have even provided some mobile loos. On other occasions we have met in the field
behind St Nicolas Church and under the large chestnut tree behind Swindon Village Hall.
Committee meetings have been limited to members’ gardens.
Each member has contributed a page to a Lockdown Scrapbook that is to be passed
around. I am looking forward to seeing what the others have been up to. A few of us
ventured out to The Terrace for lunch under the subsidised scheme and also met up at
Swindon Village Hall to test out the Friday Night Bar. These occasions make us feel as if,
maybe, life is slowly beginning to return to ‘normal’, though somewhat cautiously. We are
arranging to have a meal at Voojan’s Indian restaurant under the subsidised scheme.
Our planned holiday to the Isle of Wight has been deferred until October and the trip to
Italy until next year. However, as all the various courses and activities have been cancelled
until further notice, the internet has proved to be much used for on-line talks and activities.
The Walking Netball participants have been meeting for an hour or so in the park for fun
and games, albeit with distancing and their own individual ball. We are working out how to
have a meeting in St Nicolas Hall in September with the current restrictions. If successful,
we do have a speaker willing to come.
All the carers and other essential workers are on my mind daily and I thank them from the
bottom of my heart for their dedication and hard work. It is devastating to see the loss and
damage this virus has done across the globe. Let us pray that solutions are found soon and
we can return to a ‘normal’, if maybe changed lifestyle. In the meantime ‘keep safe’ as they
say.
Sara Jefferies

They rest in St Mary’s Churchyard
If you walk down the path on the west side of the church you may notice two white
gravestones. One records the sad fact that Sir Francis Hastings Gilbert died at his
mother’s home in Cheltenham only five days after arriving in England of “an illness
contracted while in the discharge of his duties as British Consul in Albania”.
The stone was erected by Lady Isabella Rose Gilbert, his mother, who, the census of
1861 tells us, was living at Southwood Lodge, Cheltenham. She was born Isabella Rose
Ross, in 1794, the daughter of Major Thomas Ross of the Royal Artillery and his wife
Isabella (formerly Macleod) who died at sea in August 1795.
~ 20 ~
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On 1st June 1814 in Calcutta, Isabella Rose married Captain Walter Raleigh Gilbert, the
third son of the Revd Edmund Gilbert (died 1816), Vicar of Constantine and Rector of
Helland, Cornwall and his wife, Anne Garnet, the daughter of Henry Garnet of Bristol.
A son, Francis Hastings Gilbert, was born in India on 10th July 1816; a daughter, Geraldine
Adelaide Gilbert, was born at Bodmin in 1817. The son became Sir Francis when his father
was made a Baronet in 1851, as a reward for many years of service in the Indian army.
Francis spent the greater part of his life in the Consular Service. He became the second
Baronet on the death of his father who died in May 1853 and is buried in London. After
serving in the West Indies and Egypt Sir Francis was made Vice-Consul for the province of
Scutari, Albania on 27th May 1860. He was buried at Prestbury on the 21st November
1863.
The Illustrated London News reported that as he had never married “this baronetcy so
recently gallantly achieved and so creditably maintained, becomes extinct”
Lady Gilbert died on the 18th January 1869.
Both son and mother are buried side by side in our churchyard.
Tony Noel, Prestbury Local History Society

A Life in Lockdown: In Your Words
Gloucestershire Libraries are running an exciting new project in collaboration with other
local organisations to capture the experience of people living, working and studying in
Gloucestershire during lockdown 2020.
A Life in Lockdown: In Your Words focuses on collecting a creative response to
lockdown. We are inviting people to create, write, reflect and share their personal
experiences. People can submit work in a wide range of formats, from poems and short
stories to vlogs, blogs, comic strips, short films and animations. Anything which uses words
to record your own unique experience.
Selected submissions will be featured on our webpage, on our social media and in displays
in our Libraries once they are open again. Visit our website to find out more

www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/libraries/life-in-lockdown-in-your-words
Your voice is unique and we want to hear it! We welcome entries from the whole
community and this project is open to people of all ages. We really want to champion
diversity and ensure that our project is as representative as possible. It’s important to us
that every voice is heard and celebrated. Please spread the word.
We’d love to hear from you and you can contact us at

LibrariesLockdownproject@gloucestershire.gov.uk

People who are not online can also make a submission by writing to
Tewkesbury Library, Sun Street, TEWKESBURY GL20 5NX
Rebecca Sillence
Local & Family History Customer Advisor
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GHCT RIDE AND STRIDE 2020
This year we are doing something a little different so that more people can take part in the
fundraising activities .... a sponsored outdoor exercise-bike ride! One at St Nicolas (Sunday
6th September, 8am until 11am) and one at St Mary's (Sunday 13th September, 7.45am until
12.15pm). Everything will be set up, with due regard for sanitizing and safety. All you need
to do is sign up and turn up for a minimum of a 15-minute exercise slot, with no pressure
as to intensity or speed!
Sponsorship will be via JustGiving (online at justgiving.com) or 'on the day' donations. Half
of monies raised will go to our churches and half to Gloucestershire Historic Churches
Trust which helps to support the maintenance and repairs of historic churches throughout
the county.
It would be great if you could get involved, call Helen today on 07814 638990 to book an
exercise slot or for more information.
Helen Mann

Notice of Prestbury APCM – Wednesday 23 September 2020
The Annual Meeting of Parishioners, which begins at 7.30pm on Wednesday 23rd
September at St Nicolas Church, is a short meeting to elect Churchwardens: two for
St Mary’s and two for St Nicolas’. Candidates must be nominated and seconded before the
meeting begins and nomination lists will also be displayed on the notice boards of both
churches. Anyone who lives within the parish or who is on the church electoral roll may
attend and vote at this meeting.
The Annual Parochial Church Meeting will take place immediately after the Annual Meeting
of Parishioners, on Wednesday 23rd September at St Nicolas Church. This is a chance to
come to hear a review and reports of what has taken place during the last year, together
with plans for the future and an opportunity to ask questions.
At the meeting elections to the Parochial Church Council (PCC) take place. Nominations
for PCC members will be displayed on the notice boards of both churches for at least the
two Sundays prior to the meeting. Candidates must be proposed and seconded by people
who are on the Electoral Roll of the parish and they should also be asked if they are willing
to stand!
Stella Caney, PCC Secretary
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September 2020 Diary
All our events have been suspended, postponed or cancelled because of the Covid-19
outbreak, except those listed below. Our church buildings are open for public worship on
Sundays and occasional stewarded private prayer at set times (see northchelt.org.uk for
times) and closed at all other times. Services are being streamed on the internet by our
clergy. You may find details of these on the team YouTube page –
https://www.youtube.com/NorthCheltenhamTeamMinistry
Go to www.northchelt.org.uk for the latest news.
Sunday

6 September 08:00 GHCT Ride & Stride
(see page 22)

Sunday

13 September 07:45 GHCT Ride & Stride

Wednesday 23 September 19:30 Annual Meeting of Parishioners &
Annual Parochial Church Meeting
(see page 22)

September 2020 Calendar
SUNDAY

6 The Birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary

SUNDAY

13 Holy Cross Day

SUNDAY

20 15th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

27 16th Sunday after Trinity

From the Registers
Prestbury
Baptism
July 18 Benjamin Soler
Funerals
June 2 Wendy Brobin
3 Desmond Weeks
4 Ann Ball
5 Michael Burton
24 Jennifer Fenton
26 John Taylor
July 28 Mary Newman
30 Ernest Seymour
30 John Cadwallader

St Mary
Crematorium (graveside)
Crematorium
Crematorium
Crematorium
Crematorium
Crematorium
Crematorium
Crematorium
Crematorium
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Reflection following the lockdown lockout
You yourselves, like living stones, are being built into a spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood,
to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.
1 Peter 2:5 RSV
Day by day, as they spent much time together in the temple, they broke bread at home and
ate their food with glad and generous hearts.
Acts 2:46 RSV

I

T IS THE PEOPLE who make the church building special. How that has
been brought home to us during these past few months with the gates to
St Mary’s firmly padlocked for weeks on end. 1 Peter clearly speaks of
people as the living stones who build into a spiritual house.

This raises the question: Do we need a building like St Mary’s, which is old, expensive to
maintain and inconvenient, with no disabled toilets and no car park? After all it was around
three hundred years after Christ that the first church buildings were erected. Yet in the
Book of Acts we read that from the earliest times Christians met together, often in
people’s houses, to pray, to learn about their faith and to support one another.
Like many aspects of the last few months meeting together for worship was something one
didn’t really appreciate until it was denied. To some extent this isolation was mitigated by
modern technology but however hard one tried to imagine all the other worshippers
watching the same service at the same time it felt very different from us all being together
in one place.
Today few have a house large enough for a congregation to meet and, as the British climate
severely limits outdoor meetings, the church building obviously provides a place to gather;
but somehow it seems to have a deeper significance. It was amazing how quickly messages,
drawings and prayers were attached to the locked gates, and since we have reopened the
church there has been a steady trickle of people seeking the peace and quiet found within.
We know that God is everywhere and our prayers reach Him wherever we are but for us
human beings our surroundings can have a profound effect. Restaurants and shops pay large
sums of money for experts to create just the right ambiance. At St Mary’s the architecture,
the Christian symbols, the way the building is so obviously cared for, the sense of continuity
with past and present somehow really speaks to people. A visitor once remarked, “I don’t
believe in God or anything but when I come in here I feel something I can’t quite describe.”
The Churchwardens are responsible for ensuring that the PCC cares for and maintains the
church building, its contents and the churchyard. This work is co-ordinated by the Buildings
and Fabrics Committee and funded by generous donations from members of the
congregation, the patrons and the efforts of the Friends of St Mary’s, Prestbury.
There are dedicated teams of people who clean the toilets, polish the brass, ensure the
candles are lit, change the altar linen, provide beautiful flowers and work hard to keep the
churchyard tidy and cut the grass.
All these people are the living stones and it is their work which makes the church building
so special.
The present building has stood for over 700 years and we pray that it will provide a sacred
space where people can find peace and draw closer to God for many more years to come.
Clare Wyatt
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Parish Directory continued
Parish Magazine
Editor: (vacancy)

magazine@prestbury.net

contact 515941

Advertising & Sales: Richard Johnson
advertising@prestbury.net

224823

St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools
Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher
Junior School:
Infant School:

244387
244054

Hall Letting
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane

239590

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane

244373

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net

Parish Giving Scheme
76 Kingsholm Road,
Gloucester GL1 3BD

info@parishgiving.org.uk

0333 002 1260

Prestbury Parish Magazine is usually published on the last Sunday of the month.
The deadline for copy is the Sunday 2 weeks before this.
Because we are not printing at present the magazine first appears on the website
by the last day of the preceding month and the deadline is more relaxed.
Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’
2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN
or by email to magazine@prestbury.net

October Magazine Deadline: 13 September 2020
Future Theme: October:

After the Lockdown
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